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The Fall of Thebes 
 

 
 
 
 

Through envy of the devil came death into the world 
Bible - Solomon 2.24 

 

Egypt is in chaos and fighting a war with Rome that it is destined to 

lose.  Alexandria is the new capital of Egypt but the arcane power of 
ancient Thebes, where the mummified bodies of its Pharaohs lie in the 
Valley of the Kings, cannot be ignored.  While Cleopatra chases glory 
her Egyptian viziers, who have no love for their Greek queen, try to 
bring her down.   

In the darkness of an ancient crypt, a High Priestess of Amun, 
with her own ambitions, accidentally releases a demon that brings death 
and destruction to Thebes and leaves the Gods fighting for their own 
survival.   

In the final days of Egypt’s grandeur, the almost impossible task 
of defeating the demon before it becomes unstoppable, is left to a Roman 
soldier, a serving girl and a reluctant priest.   

This is their tale as a scribe recorded it. 
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Egypt - 31 BCE 
 

Prologue  
 

____________________ 
 
 

“My name is Ankh.  The Ankh is the key to life.  It’s carried by 
all the Gods.  Life is precious so it has to be durable.  Usually it’s 
made of silver or stone but the important ones are made of gold.  
Isis has such an Ankh; it is her essence, infused with her blood 
and tears.    

Life is a gift from the Gods.  They give it and they take it away.  
I’m simply a scribe.  It’s the role I was given at the beginning of 
time when my master Amun, the King of all the Gods, spread his 
semen across the sky and created the universe.   

My task is to watch and record.  Only the Gods can intervene 
to change events.  I can’t do that.  Amun rules the Upper World 
and decrees the fate of mankind while Osiris rules the 
Underworld and with his son Anubis decides if a heart is too 
corrupt to enter another life.  I have no control.  No matter how 
you plead with me, I’m impotent to intervene and can’t save you 
from your fate. 

There are no secrets from me.  I see and hear all things.  No 
matter how pure or how evil the thought or the deed, I know of 
it and I keep an account.  I watch you from the moment you are 
born until the moment Osiris calls you to his side.  I’m constantly 
on your shoulder.  You can’t shake me off.  I will not let you. 

I am Truth.  Truth can be hidden but it can’t be changed and 
it can’t die.  Time is only important to the living.  It matters little 
to the dead or those who are yet to be born.  Truth is the only 
thing that time does not change or decay.  Truth is immortal.  So, 
let me speak truthfully and set the record straight.” 
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1  - Amun 
 
 

___________________ 
 
 

Night ended.  Day began.  Amun emerged from the Underworld 
feeling triumphant.  He had won his nightly battle against evil and 
was ready to bring light into the world just as he had done every 
day since he created the place where men could live.  He carefully 
dimmed the moon’s glow and folded away the night sky then 
began his preparations to roll the bright reborn sun across the 
heavens.  He smiled.  This dawn prefaced an auspicious day.  
When he pushed the sun above the horizon, its light would spread 
across the land revealing the splendour of his beloved Thebes and 
his people would worship him.   

As a benevolent father, he had given his people a river that 
fed the long thin oasis that stretched from Upper Egypt’s narrow 
cataracts to Lower Egypt’s wide fertile delta.  His river ruled their 
lives and, by flooding each year, replenished the land that fed 
them.  Without him, the fertile land would vanish and become as 
barren as the desert that lay beyond the Theban hills.  Without 
him, the people would starve.   

Amun smiled again.  He had fulfilled last year’s promise.  The 
Nile was in its second month of flood and the black silt that 
brought Egypt its wealth had been deposited on the flooded 
plain.  It was magnificent.  Once again, he had blessed Egypt.  In 
a few hours when the sun was at its highest, everyone would bow 
to him as the supreme creator and King of all the Gods.  He was 
content and relished his power. 

The extent of the floodwater depended on his grace alone.  Its 
depth was critical.  If too much water flowed from the mountains 
in the south to push its way to the Middle Sea, it dissolved mud 
brick dwellings and poured into the Pharaohs’ houses of eternity.  
Too little water brought devastating drought that scorched the 
land and shrivelled all living things.  On a whim, he could make 
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the land lifeless and unable to support crops, leading to famine 
but this year he had taken pity on his people and granted a time 
of plenty.   

Foolish men thought they could predict what he would 
command the river to do; but they were deluding themselves.  
They only knew what he wanted them to know.  He was the 
hidden one and everything depended upon the magic gained from 
pleasing him.  He was no longer easily pleased.  Cleopatra was 
Egypt’s anointed leader but followed a dangerous path.   She was 
not of Egypt and he cared little about her fate but his people 
would be severely punished if she failed him.   

He looked down on Thebes in the grey pre-dawn light.  It 
looked peaceful but appearances are deceptive.  It was once home 
to Egypt’s greatest Pharaohs but they had moved on.  Despite 
that, his temples were still magnificent and would shine in the rays 
of the rising sun.   

Amun stretched his back in preparation for the task ahead.  
He looked at the river.  The floodwater was receding and islands 
of black mud were turning green with new life.  The Nile still ran 
dark with silt but bedraggled papyrus reeds were visible and Egypt 
was re-emerging from the swamp.  Soon the river would run blue 
again but until then, labour in the fields around Thebes was 
impossible and idle hands were put to other uses.   

On the higher ground of the Necropolis on the western side 
of the river, huge stone blocks were being hauled into place for 
the base of the Queen’s new temple.  When it was finished, it 
would tell the world of her greatness.  Some believed she was 
invincible because the Gods had blessed her.  They were wrong.  

There was a new capital in the north but he had not blessed 
it.  Cleopatra had made it her own.  She was capricious and had 
started a war with Rome so he was content to watch her destroy 
herself.  He had favoured her briefly but now she had to fend for 
herself.   

 
At noon, his image would travel across Thebes.  Priests would 
carry it from his temple at Karnak on the northern side of the 
town to his Harem Temple in the south.  There, he would greet 
his son Khonsu then lie with his celestial wife Mut.   
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Today was a holiday, the beginning of the Opet Fertility 
Festival and religious fervour crackled tangibly along the town’s 
streets.  He could feel it.  His people would honour him and if he 
was satisfied with their offerings, he would favour them again but 
if he was disappointed then he would let the crops die and allow 
Cleopatra to drag Egypt into further ruin.   

The Great Ramses had honoured him magnificently; but that 
was a long time ago.  As a reward for such devotion, he had 
granted Ramses a long life and a peaceful death followed by 
eternal life in the Underworld.  He always rewarded those who 
pleased him.  It made up for the dishonour of the treacherous 
Akhenaten who had spurned him and all Egypt’s Gods by trying 
to put the Aten sun disc in his place as the Supreme Being.  That 
idea did not last long.  How could Akhenaten make his way 
through an Underworld that he did not believe in?   

Since then, Egypt’s leaders had been inept and the country 
had lost its glory to a succession of invaders.  Then, when 
Alexander the Greek ignominiously swallowed Egypt whole, it 
lost its soul completely.  Amun knew that as Egypt’s glory faded, 
his glory faded with it.  It did not please him.  A frown replaced 
his smile and a small tear slipped down his cheek.   

For three hundred years, Egypt had been ruled not by his 
people but by Greeks who could not even speak his language.  It 
also meant that they would not be able to read the instructions 
written on the walls of their tombs and were doomed to the same 
eternal oblivion as Akhenaten.  It was justice.  In some places, 
foreign Gods were openly honoured.  That was disrespectful and 
needed punishment.    

Cleopatra was the seventh queen of that name and possibly 
cared more for Egypt than any predecessor but she had ambitions 
that far exceed her capabilities and had brought problems to 
Egypt.  There was a small chance that she could save herself if 
she lost the war she had started with Rome but Egypt would 
simply wither and become a Roman province.   

As each year passed, he hoped that during the ceremony, on 
his special day, hundreds of fattened bulls would present their 
throats for sacrifice; but his hopes were always dashed.  Their 
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offerings were pitiful.  Was he dying?  Only the brightness of the 
sky and the beauty of the river proclaimed his life.   

This year, wagging tongues had whispered into eager ears that 
not only would there be many fat bulls ready for slaughter but 
also that something truly spectacular was to be offered to him in 
the coming ceremony.  If rumour were to be believed, enough 
blood would be spilt to dye the waters of the river red.  He smiled 
again. 

Just in case it was true, everyone was determined to have the 
best viewing point to see veins severed and blood flow.  Some 
were certain that he would smile upon them and that Cleopatra 
would win her war.  They were deluded.  A pessimistic few were 
equally certain that he would turn away and that Egypt was 
doomed.  Time would tell if they were right. 

Rumours about the coming spectacle had spread quickly and 
noblemen, priests, pilgrims, merchants, entertainers, whores of 
both sexes and scoundrels of infinite persuasion had descended 
on Thebes from all corners of Egypt.  All were intent on joining 
the festivities.  The sick sought health, the lost sought salvation, 
the guilty sought forgiveness and the angry sought revenge.  
Upstarts sought glory and the dying sought eternal life.  Everyone 
wanted something; preferably for nothing.  All sought his grace 
before it was too late and were anxious to get into the town before 
the celebrations began.   

A chosen few had been sent with a purpose.  Amun noted 
their presence and sent a Scribe to record events. 
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2  - Thebes 
 

___________________ 
 
 

Thebes stood at a sharp bend in the River Nile, many days travel 
from Alexandria and the coast of the Middle Sea.  For most of 
the year, it could be reached simply by following the river 
southwards through fields of grain but during the flood, it 
wallowed in a vast sea of mud.  Although travellers from the 
south could use the river’s natural flow to reach the town, 
travellers from the north were at the mercy of the winds and had 
to fight the current the whole way.  Those coming from east and 
west had to cross mountains and deserts before they were 
marooned by the flooded plain.  Some had journeyed for weeks 
only to find that all trails leading to their destination were 
impassable.   

Downriver, on higher ground north of the town, faded tents 
and blanket-draped bivouacs marked a travellers’ gathering point.  
Camel trains carrying silks from the coastal ports and precious 
goods from the oases of the western deserts, jostled with 
livestock traders and general merchants in an effort to enter the 
town and sell their goods before their rivals arrived. 

Herds of water-fat cattle, sheep and goats were corralled in 
rickety pens waiting to be delivered to the town’s butchers.  
Baskets of geese, ducks and chickens were stacked on every 
available piece of ground and rocked precariously as the birds 
flapped, squawked and pecked each other’s feathers.  Mud-caked 
rats fought for possession of the choicest morsels of waste.  With 
such plentiful bounty, they flourished and multiplied.  Wayward 
grains of hoof-trampled wheat swelled and pushed down roots; 
harbingers of the rich crops that would soon cover the land.   

As the sun nosed a little higher, vultures flew in from their 
roosts and poked at the bloated carcasses that had washed down-
river overnight and lodged in the emerging reeds.  Amid the flap 
of unfolding wings, their sharp beaks tugged at rotting flesh and 
their gore-encrusted heads repeatedly dipped in and out of torn 
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stomachs.  Dense clouds of flies buzzed about their business 
vomiting the remains of the dead onto the food of the living.  
Humans cursed and cattle cried at the persistent irritation of flies 
and mosquitoes as copulating insects laid sticky eggs among the 
fat white maggots that wriggled their way through the riverside 
corpses.   

In the water’s quieter stretches, hippopotami whirled their 
tails like children’s spinning tops spreading dung to mark their 
territory as a warning to intruders.  Crocodiles feasted on unwary 
animals that wandered too close to their gaping jaws and 
microscopic worms burrowed into unsuspecting flesh.  Mosquito 
larvae wriggled in stagnant pools and emerged as predatory as 
lions and as deadly as scorpions.  Meanwhile, the river remained 
Amun’s supreme unrepentant creation and wended its way to the 
Middle Sea. 

 
Thebes was loved by the Gods.  Amun ruled the heavens above 
while Osiris ruled the world below but they were entering their 
twilight years.  Although the Gods were fading, they were not yet 
ready to give up their power.  In the town’s shrines and temples, 
they waited patiently to be woken, dressed and made ready for 
the new day by those whose lives were devoted to their 
contentment.  Chief of Amun’s devotees was Nephra, the Divine 
Adoratrix and High Priestess of Karnak Temple.  She was 
Amun’s right hand and was already busy with the vital task of 
helping him create the new day.  

Although the Queen lived far to the north and seldom visited 
Thebes, she still maintained a Palace there where all but a few 
slept peacefully in their beds.  The Palace was a vast richly 
decorated mud-brick warren of rooms, which stood beside the 
Avenue of Sphinxes that joined Karnak and Thebes.  Its grounds 
were not as extensive as those of Karnak Temple but they 
extended to the river and the Palace had its own quay.  From its 
roof, the massive outer walls of Karnak Temple were clearly 
visible despite the pre-dawn gloom, but those of the temple to 
the south were hazy and indistinct in the distance.   

Inside the humble dwellings that hugged the Palace walls, 
torches burned and smoke rose from the bread ovens that 
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awaited the dough that was already rising.  Even before dawn, 
brightly coloured barges were being loaded with goods ready to 
fight against the river’s current to bring even more travellers to 
the overcrowded town.   

Day and night, angry voices haggled over the cost of getting 
goods inside the town’s gates.  As the celebrations drew nearer, 
fees and bribes rose to extortionate levels.  Tempers cracked and 
fists flew, but deals were made.  The Town Guards, intent on 
collecting levies and grabbing their share of the spoils, watched 
the quays closely but enterprising river captains gleefully agreed 
to ferry travellers to the makeshift wooden jetties that were as 
close to the town walls as its bribed guards would allow.  High-
sided barges and open-sided rafts ploughed up-river against the 
current from early morning until mid-afternoon, when the breeze 
fell and the captains rested to count their coins.   

Inside the town, all the taverns, hostels, stables, brothels and 
rat-infested shanties were filled to bursting point.  Outside, weary 
travellers pushed and shoved their way forward as the watchmen 
lifted the wooden beams and unlocked the town’s gates.  From 
dawn when the gates opened until dusk when they closed, 
travellers poured through and Thebes groaned under the strain.   

Along the entire length of the Avenue of Sphinxes, banners 
fluttered ready for Amun’s procession.  When the sun rose, the 
coloured lanterns hanging from the date palms would sparkle, 
red, blue and green when they caught its rays.  While Thebans 
woke, ate and donned their best clothes, cleaners scoured the 
Avenue to make sure that everything was in order.  In the past, 
drunken revellers had dressed the sacred beasts in gaudy garments 
and daubed them with paint or written irreverent crudities at their 
feet.  Disrespect was rife.  This year, the Watchmen were alert 
and damage was minimal.  Most offenders spent the night in the 
town’s jail, nursing sore heads and counting bruises, but were 
usually released in time to join in the day’s fun. 

Outside the Palace’s huge gilded gates, fishing boats were 
moored at various quays along the river’s stone clad bank.  Their 
oars were stowed but they were low in the water, weighed down 
with the night’s catch of yellow striped fish.  Strong-armed men 
tossed wicker baskets of wriggling perch up to the leather-gloved 
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hands of the waiting merchants.  A scruffy mongrel squealed and 
dropped its slippery loot when a booted foot kicked its rump and 
sent it flying into the muddy water.  Laughter and friendly banter 
drifted on the light breeze that rustled through the dry leaves of 
the date palms bringing with it the smell of fish and baking bread.  
Slender cats with sleek coats, slanted eyes and upright ears lay 
waiting for the unwanted fish heads they knew would be tossed 
their way, indolently ignoring the quay’s plump rats that 
scavenged for scraps and squeaked with delight at each morsel 
they found. 

As the town heaved itself into life and waited excitedly for the 
celebrations to begin, it was difficult to believe that Egypt was in 
crisis and at war with Rome or that Nephra, the High Priestess, 
might instigate events that would bring terror to the world and 
bring Thebes to its knees. 
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3  - Ambitions 
 

____________________ 
 

 

While Thebans prepared for the festival and begged for Amun’s 
grace, the rest of Egypt’s population discussed Cleopatra’s 
intended domination of the countries surrounding the Middle Sea 
and the crippling taxes she levied to support her aims.   

In recent years, Egypt had suffered badly from crop failures 
due to the Nile’s poor inundations and the constant imposition 
of taxes that could not be met.  This hardship had led to several 
failed rebellions that the army quelled with extreme brutality.  
Thebes had suffered misery and its inhabitants had long 
memories.  Consequently, they retained little love for their Greek 
Queen or the Roman General who stood by her side.    

Events along the Tiber had been influencing events along the 
Nile for a long time.  More than a decade earlier, during Julius 
Caesar’s own fight for the leadership of Rome, Pompey, his main 
rival, had taken refuge in Egypt.  Having carefully considered 
which man would be most favourable to Egypt, Pompey was 
assassinated.  Julius subsequently became Cleopatra’s lover and 
she bore him a son, Caesarion.  When Julius was later assassinated 
in Rome, Cleopatra had to choose which of his possible 
successors to support.  The contenders were Julius’s favoured 
General, Mark Antony, or his teenage nephew Octavian.  

Mark Antony had fully expected to succeed Julius as leader of 
Rome but Julius had formally named Octavian as his successor, 
ignoring both Mark Antony and his own son Caesarion.  For a 
while, Mark Antony and Octavian fought together in Rome’s 
interest but soon became bitter enemies.  Cleopatra, protecting 
her son’s interests, made overtures to both Octavian and Mark 
Antony but Octavian resisted by staying in Rome whereas Mark 
Antony came to Egypt and became obsessed with her.  Cleopatra 
gave him her support and bore him three children even though 
he temporarily returned to Rome and married Octavian’s sister 
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Octavia.  Meanwhile, Egypt became increasingly entangled in 
Rome’s internecine affairs. 

The majority of Rome’s Legions and one third of the Senate 
supported Mark Antony but that support was withdrawn after he 
declared his sons by Cleopatra ‘King of Kings’ over Roman 
territories that were not his to dispose of.  In anger, the Senate 
declared war on Egypt.  By making the fight a war between two 
countries rather than a civil war between two Roman factions, the 
problem of the legions’ divided loyalties had been solved.  No 
Roman had to choose which leader to support and the path ahead 
was clear.  On one side rested the might of Rome and on the 
other rested the ambition of Cleopatra and the stupidity of the 
hedonistic Mark Antony.   

As preparations for Amun’s festival progressed, Cleopatra’s 
attention was focussed not upon Thebes but on Actium in 
Greece where a final battle with Octavian was imminent.  Mark 
Antony had camps on both sides of the narrow entrance to the 
bay where his fleet was at anchor and although he had superiority 
in numbers, he had lost his touch as a commander and was 
becoming a spent force.  If the battle was won, Cleopatra would 
rule the known world.  If it was lost, Egypt would become a 
Roman province. 

Despite his recent military failures, Mark Antony was foolishly 
confident that he could defeat Octavian and that he and 
Cleopatra would rule Rome’s vast Empire.  More realistically, 
Cleopatra’s Generals considered her chances of success to be 
minimal.   

Although Mark Antony had prepared his battle plans 
carefully, he had underestimated Octavian’s determination to 
crush his old enemy.  Octavian was no longer a teenager but was 
now a seasoned leader and to him this war was personal.  Mark 
Antony had shamed his sister Octavia by flaunting his affair with 
Cleopatra and although she was forgiving, he was not.  Family 
honour was at stake and he wanted revenge. 

Even with their troops lined up against each other in Greece, 
Octavian had deliberately delayed any actual fighting.  He had a 
clear supply line to keep his soldiers well armed and well fed, 
whereas Mark Antony’s supply line was stretched beyond its 
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limits.  The delaying tactics worked.  Malaria took a severe toll on 
Mark Antony’s troops and, when supplies could not be 
maintained, his remaining soldiers starved.  Consequently, his 
fleet became severely undermanned; making him increasingly 
vulnerable.  As a soldier, Mark Antony was far happier fighting 
on land than at sea but Cleopatra had provided the bulk of the 
fleet and had convinced him that a sea battle would be more 
successful.   

While soldiers on both sides sharpened spears and polished 
shields in preparation for the coming battle, Cleopatra’s galley 
wallowed in the shadow of Alexandria’s magnificent lighthouse.  
It was ready to take her to join Mark Antony in Actium.  She 
wanted the support of her Viziers but they did not share her 
ambition and were busy making plans for their own survival.  She 
firmly believed that she shared the blood of the Great Alexander 
and was as favoured by the Gods as he had been.  She did not 
want to fail his memory by losing the country he had conquered.   

Alexandria was her capital but she had travelled south to 
Thebes several times and had briefly visited the town the previous 
year on her way to harry nobles into donating more funds to 
finance her war.  In Rome, she was openly mocked and accused 
of bewitching Mark Antony into committing treason.  In Thebes, 
although, as Pharaoh, she had absolute power she was still 
considered a Greek invader and the people were far more 
interested in pleasing Amun than in pleasing her. 

 
When she left to join Mark Antony, her Viziers would run Egypt 
and Nephra, the High Priestess, would lead Amun’s procession 
in Thebes.  Nephra governed Karnak’s immense wealth and had 
total control over its vast estates and thousands of workers.  She 
ruled her domain with an iron fist.  Next to the Queen, she was 
the most powerful woman in Egypt and she would do everything 
it took to protect Cleopatra from her enemies.  She was also 
extraordinarily beautiful and the Queen trusted her.   

Cleopatra was the only person Nephra loved more than 
herself and she had served her long before the young queen had 
rolled from a carpet to present herself at Julius’ Caesar’s feet.  
Julius had refused to see Cleopatra but she would not let her plans 
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be thwarted.  Instead of storming his office and antagonising him, 
she used cunning to get her way.  She and Nephra planned it well.  
Cunning was Nephra’s greatest talent.   

Julius Caesar would not accept Cleopatra but he did accept 
her gift.  It was a carpet and she literally came with it.  He was 
intrigued by the young Queen and totally smitten.  Several siblings 
and a husband had stood between Cleopatra and the throne but, 
with Nephra’s help, they had each met their demise and Egypt’s 
double crown was secured.  Nephra’s last meeting with Cleopatra 
was traumatic and their next meeting was likely to be even more 
harrowing, but Nephra fervently hoped it would follow Mark 
Antony’s victory and not his defeat.   

Several of Cleopatra’s courtiers and relatives had travelled 
south on the excuse of seeking Amun’s blessing for the coming 
battle and begging him to alleviate Egypt’s plight.  The hope of a 
final debauched fling before their world tumbled around them 
was an added incentive.   

Ramose, Cleopatra’s Chief Vizier, had arrived in Thebes early 
the previous day.  Her senior relatives had been arriving at her 
Palace all week and had moved into her own spacious chambers.  
Minor relatives had lodged in whatever spaces were available.  
Ramose took residence in the south wing of the Palace, ousting 
several lesser nobles who had arrived before him. 

Captain Lucius watched them all with contempt.  He was the 
commander of the Roman Barracks that lay at the far side of the 
Southern Temple and he was not happy.  He had served under 
Mark Antony for more years than he cared to remember and 
wanted to stand at his side in battle but his oath had been to Julius 
Caesar and to Rome not to Mark Antony.  Because of his divided 
loyalties, he had been sent south.  Now instead of using his skills 
on a battlefield, he was forced to placate a batch of royal hangers-
on and bow to Nephra who brought out mixed feelings in him; 
none of which made him feel good.  
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4  - Nephra 
 

____________________ 
 
 

When Nephra woke, it was still dark and the moon was 
completely round, hanging like a bright shield above Karnak 
Temple.  By nightfall, it would be full.  Silently, she slipped out of 
bed, brushed her hair, and pulled a shift over her head.  Only after 
she had attended to Amun would the sun show its presence and 
a new day begin.   

In the hour before dawn, she needed to be alone with her God 
and she resented distractions.  If any servants woke, they would 
feign sleep for fear of displeasing her.  After sunrise, they would 
appear and serve breakfast then lay out her clothes for the day.  
Until then, she wished to see no one.  

She left her bedroom and made her way to the courtyard that 
she crossed each morning to reach the steps of the sacred lake 
where she immersed herself to purify her body in readiness for 
her devotions.  The air was cool and fragrant with jasmine and 
she breathed deeply.  It smelled a little different each day.  A team 
of gardeners watered every plant and removed damaged petals 
and fallen leaves before the sun’s heat became unbearable but 
they knew better than to arrive before sunrise.  She stretched and 
then hugged herself.  Her shift was of the softest cotton, so fine 
it was almost transparent.  It outlined her lithe body and felt good 
against her skin.   

As Divine Adoratrix she had complete freedom of the temple 
and could live anywhere she chose inside its walls.  The area was 
vast but, after careful study, it was clear to her where she wished 
to be.  Not only was her chosen space comfortable and close to 
the sacred lake; it had intriguing secrets.  An ancient Pharaoh had 
devised them to save himself from harem plots but as he was still 
murdered in his bed, they were of little help to him.  Nephra was 
wiser and used them for different purposes. Only Nephra and 
Cleopatra knew the full extent of his imaginative defence system. 
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Her apartment lay at the rear of the temple near the part that 
Queen Hatshepsut’s father had built.  He had taught his daughter 
well.  That great Queen had no qualms about dealing with her 
siblings to acquire Egypt’s double crown and Cleopatra had 
learned from her example.  The obelisks that rose above the 
temple were towering effigies of the penis she had never needed.  
Nephra glanced up to admire them.  Their golden caps gleamed 
in the cold light of the moon.  Egypt’s men believed they ruled 
supreme; they seldom realised that Egypt’s women held its real 
power.  They would learn.  And soon. 

Outsiders were never brought to her apartment, only those 
she could dispose of easily were allowed in.  All others were met 
in the anterooms near the main gate that faced the river.  It was 
far too dangerous to let potential enemies into her domain, 
especially clever ones.  She smiled and stretched again; today was 
going to be a good day. 

It was a short walk to the lake and, although the moon was 
bright, a burning torch of oil-soaked rushes was placed in 
readiness for her; just as it always was.  She lifted it from its 
stanchion and held it high above her head, illuminating the 
paintings that completely covered the courtyard walls.  On either 
side of its narrow exit, colossal statues stared at her blankly.  She 
kissed her fingers and touched their feet as she passed between 
them. 

A flight of wide shallow steps led into the sacred lake’s clear 
water.  At its sides, crocodiles made rustling noises as they pulled 
against their tethers.  Later, their keepers would toss them 
haunches of raw meat and put jewelled coats on their backs 
before freeing them to bask in the sun.  Now they were hungry, 
but even if they were unfettered, they would not attack her.  
Crocodiles obeyed only Sobek, their own crocodile-headed God, 
but as she was Amun’s High Priestess and the only person other 
than the Queen who was allowed to touch his divine body, she 
was safe from their snapping jaws.  She was inviolate, the 
wealthiest woman in Egypt and all of Thebes bent to her will, 
including Paneb, the High Priest of the Southern Temple.  

She saw Paneb frequently and he never ceased to annoy her.  
He stupidly thought she was unaware of his treacherous schemes 
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but he had underestimated the extent of her espionage.  Before 
long, she would impale him on a greased pole outside his measly 
little temple and would watch his face contort as gravity pulled 
him down.  Blood would run down his legs and ooze from his fat 
belly.  She smiled at the thought and dipped her foot into the 
water.  Until then, she would have to put up with him.  Far too 
much was at stake to risk her God’s displeasure with Paneb’s 
bungling efforts.  She had double-checked everything for the 
day's celebrations and had included a little surprise of her own.   

A thrashing crocodile caught her attention and her smile 
broadened.  It was a large male with a wide mouth and huge teeth.  
She turned towards the noise.   

“Perhaps it would be better to feed Paneb to you my beauty,” 
she called to it.  “I could watch snot trail from his nose and urine 
dribble from his limp apology for manhood as he waited for you 
to tear him apart.  Excrement would smear his legs and his dignity 
would be lost, while your companions fought over who would eat 
his legs.  A fitting end for the snivelling little man, don’t you 
think?”   

Her malicious laughter echoed across the lake and the night 
guards drew back into the shadows, afraid that she might turn her 
attention towards them.  

She continued down the steps until the water closed over her 
head and lifted her hair into a halo of darkness then, still 
considering Paneb’s fate, she surfaced and swam in circles.  Her 
skin tingled and her nipples hardened in the coldness of the water.  
She wondered if her servant Antara was awake yet.  Antara was 
no longer in the temple and she missed her.  Nephra had sent her 
to the Palace where she was needed for a while.  Suretta, the 
temple’s principle dancer, had moved in as a temporary bedmate 
but she did not have Antara’s finesse as a lover nor her nimble 
fingers and soft tongue.  

Suretta’s face was unremarkable but strong thighs, and a 
rounded belly that rippled deliciously when she moved, gave her 
sensuality.  Her hair frizzed rather than curled but it was abundant 
and lay in a thick cloak over her shoulders.  Her breasts were large 
and tilted upwards and when she was aroused, her nipples 
hardened into dark pebbles.  Fortunately, she had an 
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inventiveness that belied her fifteen years and more than 
compensated for her lack of facial beauty.  The overall impression 
she gave was of a young lioness in heat.  Nephra sighed.  Despite 
Suretta’s virtues, she wanted Antara, but for now she was of more 
use in the Palace than in the temple and Nephra supposed she 
had to make sacrifices.   

At first Antara had not wanted to go to the Palace but she had 
a young brother on the other side of the river and a few hints 
from Nephra over what could happen to little boys had ensured 
her complicity.  Nephra was clever.  She never threatened to kill 
the boy just in case one day she had to do it.  Then her lever 
would be lost.  No, she just hinted at how a boy might fare in one 
of Giza’s child brothels where ageing Greeks, Romans and 
Egyptians were willing to pay large sums for the anal tightness of 
young flesh.    

To cover Antara’s departure, Nephra started a rumour that 
she had tired of her and preferred Suretta’s company. As Antara 
had a menial position in the Palace, everyone believed the lie and 
some delighted in her apparent downfall.  Antara would not cross 
her or disappoint her. Her brother was her weakness and Nephra 
exploited it to the full. 

She doubted that Antara would remember, but Nephra had 
first seen her when she was a child in the Worker’s Village on the 
west bank of river.  Duty had called her to the Temple of Hathor, 
the Goddess of love, and Antara was playing outside its walls.  
Never had she seen such wondrous eyes and she wanted to take 
her to Karnak immediately.  Her scribe made a tentative approach 
to Tya, Antara’s mother, asking for Antara be given to the temple 
but Tya had refused to let her go.  Unbearable pressure was 
placed on her but she still declined.  It had cost the foolish woman 
dearly.  Nephra was sure that the witch Zinna had something to 
do with Tya’s reluctance to part with her daughter but the old 
woman was far too strong for Nephra to dispose of as easily as 
she could dispose of Tya.  Few realised just how powerful Zinna 
was. 

“Shall I offer you an old witch too my beauties?” she called 
across the still water.  When you’ve finished with Paneb you could 
eat Zinna for dessert.”   
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She had not been able to overcome Zinna but she had 
acquired Antara and Zinna could wait for another day.  
Vengeance would be sweet.   

 
Water entered her mouth as she dipped beneath its surface.  She 
blew it out in small bubbles and headed back to the steps.  When 
she felt them under her feet, she slowly climbed out of the water, 
dried herself on a soft white towel, twisted her hair into a knot 
and donned a full-length white silk shift edged with gold.  The 
white signified her purity.  Her sexual appetite was voracious, 
Amun would expect it to be, but she had retained her virginity.  
She had never lain with a man and had touched none other than 
Amun himself.  Glancing at the sky to ensure that she had not 
spent too much time musing on Zinna and Paneb's fate, she 
picked up the torch and pushing all other thoughts aside, made 
her way to the steps that led up to the Inner Sanctum.  Now she 
was ready to meet her God. 

The doors of the Sanctum were ornate and heavy but they 
were perfectly balanced and opened at the touch of a finger.  She 
picked up a platter of sweetmeats and a pot of honey that was 
placed next to them then gave the doors a gentle push and 
stepped inside.     

The Sanctum comprised of a large chamber and two small side 
chapels.  One chapel held the sacred barque Amun used to travel 
across the sky and the other acted as a birthing house where he 
symbolically fathered each of Egypt’s Pharaohs.  The central 
chamber was brightly decorated with exquisite pictures of 
Amun’s celestial companions, and, as well as his statue, held 
several ornate tables for offerings and perfumed oils.  She placed 
the sweetmeats on a table by the doors and approached the God, 
placing the jar of honey at his feet.   

“Amun, creator of the world, Master of all things, you have 
had a hard journey crossing the Underworld and need refreshing 
before you pull the sun across the sky.  Let me, your humble 
servant, serve you and attend to your needs,” she whispered as 
she deftly removed the pins that held his kilt in place.   

Dust had settled on his body.  She took oil and a sponge from 
a nearby table and carefully swabbed his face.  With a light touch, 
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she brushed his chest and arms to clean the dust from his legs 
and feet, then applied perfume to his wrists.  Reaching down, she 
picked up the jar and spread thick golden honey over his erect 
penis.  The world was brought into being when his fiery semen 
spread across the sky and each day she helped him bring the sun 
back into being.  She was his high Priestess, his voice, his lips and 
his right hand. 

“My Queen would offer you her vagina my Lord but I am a 
mere mortal and can only offer you my mouth,” she said with 
passion rising in her voice.   

She lowered herself to her knees and gently placed her hands 
on his buttocks.  Her lips closed around his penis and her tongue 
circled its tip and then flicked gently until all traces of the honey 
had gone and she was certain of his satisfaction.  She smiled.  The 
new day would begin and she relished the power gained from 
having a part in it.   

When she had risen to her feet and licked the stickiness from 
her lips, she offered Amun sweetmeats and began dressing him 
for the day.   

“Today you will look more splendid than ever my Lord.  
Today your people will worship you and when your wife Mut sees 
you, she will be consumed with desire.” 

She had chosen a spun-gold kilt and a heavy gold pectoral 
inlaid with carnelian for him to wear on his journey across 
Thebes.  Both would complement his blue skin.  Having fixed 
them in place, she set two new gilt-edged ostrich plumes in his 
crown and without turning her back on him, pulled open the 
doors to let the light of the rising sun flood in and cover them 
both with glory. 

“Amun, creator of the world, Master of all things; welcome 
your new day." she said and let his power flow through her. 
 


